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SUMMARY 

A 4-summer hydrologic record from a 1.6-km2 drainage basin at Barrow, 
Alaska, is analyzed .. The watershed, a drained lake basin, is underlain by COI1ti~
uous permafrost within 0.3 m of the tundra surfaee and is covered by ice-wedge 

. . '/ 

polygons and numerous small shallow ponds. Considerable variations from the 
43-yr means of summer climate (thaw period 88 days, precipitation 58 mm) are rep
resented in· the data: 1963 :..... cold, extremely wet; 1964 - cold, extremely dry; 
1965 - cool, dry; 1966 - cool, wet. Runoff varied greatly from storm to storm, 

·occurring primarily through and over the tundra mat and through an intricate sys
tem of polygonal troughs and· ponds. As a result of the subdued coastal topog
raphy, varying areas (0.3 km 2 to 1.6 km 2

) contribute to runoff from different storms. 
Analyses of hydrographs revealed: 1) lag times generally from 3 to 10 hr; 2) re
cession constants of about 50 hr, but occasionally as much as 160 hr; and 3) run~ 
off from individual storms between 1 and 70%. About 5% of the thaw season pre
cipitation normally runs off. Comparison of total thaw season precipitation 
between the U.S. Weather Bureau and a shielded gage located on the watershed 
indicated no major differences. Precipitation recorded as "traces" by the U.S . 

. Weather Bureau and not included in published precipitation totals may amount to 
10% of the published values for an average thaw season. Pan evaporation for an 
average thaw season is about 160 mm and evapotranspiration, which is essen-. 
tially in balance with precipitation, is about 60 mm. Conductivity of runoff water 
varied from 250 11mhos during sustained discharge to more than 500 Jlmhos during 
low flows in dry years. Precipitation chemi~try showed no correlation with storm 
direction. Assuming all winter precipitation runs off, and the data are spatially 
and temporally representative, about 50% of the_ measured annual precipitation ip 
this· reg.ion ruris off into the Arctic Ocean. · 

i. 
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HYDROLOGY OF A DRAINAGE BASIN ON THE ALASKAN COASTAL PLAIN 

by 

Jerry Brown, S. Lawrence Dingman and Robert' I. Lewellen 

INTRODUCTION 

The Arctic Slope of Alaska (the region north of the crest of the Brooks Range; Fig. 1) is, in 
terms of its hydrology; one of the least studied re~ionsofthe United States: It has an ·&ea of 
196,000 km 2

, making up about 13% of the land area of Alaska, and is the only portion of the United 
States that drains into the Arctic Ocean. · · . ·. 

. . . ., , .. '. ,•' 

. The present study, was initiated a:t _Barrow, Alaska, in;l963 to provide hydrogeologic-al data . 
in support of along-term investigationof soils·and vegetation processes (Brown and Johnson, 1965) 
and to obtain information on the water balance in a coastal tundra environment. With the beginning 
of. the International Hydrological Decade and iricreased interest in the heat and. water balance of the 
Arctic Basin, information from this region is particularly desirable. Recent papers by Arnborg, 
Wal~er and Peippo (1966, 1967) report characteristics of 1962 dfscharge for the Colville River Basin. 
In contrast to that investigation, which was concerned with a ·drainage area of 60,000 km2 of Arctic 
tundra, the present study provides four consecutive years of data for a small watershed .. The latter 
approach ·yields. an understanding of the hydrologic behayior for adiscrete tundra landscape under· 
reasonably unifor~ environmental conditions. (AGU, 1965). 

Previous work discussing the water balance in the regionincludes reports by Black (1954), 
Mather and Thornthwaite (19.56, 1958), and _B~itton (1957).· Sabie (1961) presented evidence for 
glacial retreat and thinning over the past 50· years in the northeastern Brooks Range. ·Aspects of 
surface water quality and quantity were discussed by Brown et al. ·(1962), i{ainwatP-r and Guy (1961) 
for small stream:s· dr~ining glaciers in the ea~tern Brooks Range;· and Likes (1966) and ·Lamar (1966) 
for a stream near Cape Thompson:.in the extreme _soutbwester~ part of the region. Piper (1966) in-· 
vestigated local water suppiies in ·the Cape Thompson area and discussed the water balance of the 
area. Johnson and Kistner ( 1967)' descriped the;· break-up of the Meade River, which flows into the 
Arctic Ocean .south of Barrow. · 

. ~EGIONAL SETTING 

The Arctic· Slope of Alaska is generally divided into three physiographic· provinces, which 
form roughly parallel east-west trending bands (Wahihaftig, 1965). These are, from south to north, · 

. the. Arctic Mountains (Brooks Range), the Arctic Foothills, and the Arctic. Coastal: Plain (Fig~ 1) . 
. · .· ·.· . 

·The Arctic Slope has long,- cold winters with temperatures as low as -35C,- and short, cool 
summers with temperatures ~enerally lower than 15C. Precipitation· is light, probably less than 
200 mm annually, but increasing at higher elevations, and snowf~ll can occur in any season. 

Soil types· on the Coastal Plain are the Arctic Brown, Tundra, and Bog Soils (Tedrow and 
Brown, 1967), with low tundra vegetation of mosses, sedges, grasses. and shrubs. Drainage is re
stricted by permafrost, ·and this fact, along with the short, cool, and humid summers and iow slopes, 
creates an abundance of water at or .near 'the surface during the summer' in spite o.f the low precipi
tation. Detailed physiographtc qescription.s of these areas are available (Wahrhaftig, 1965) and re..: 
quire no further elaboration. except discussion of the hydrography of the northern Coastal Plain. . 
This flat are a is covered by a· large number of oriented lakes, which. in some portio~s occupy up
wards ·or 80% of the surface. Drainage is poorly integrated, with only one major river, the Inaru, 

( ' ' . 

J ... · ·. 



Figure 1. Physiography of northern Alaska. 

I 0 I ·z kill ................ 
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Table I. Hydrography ofthe Barrow quadrangle~* 

Total land area ,. : 173tkm2 

. 460 km2 

.370 km2 

Distribution pf water bodies· by :area 
Total area of water (lakes and estuaries) 

Area of lakes 
Area of estuaries 

Length of str~am channels · 
2 Total number of lakes measured (>0.02 km ) 

Distribution of lakes by· elevation 

· 90 km2 

337 km·t . 
536 

Size 
(km 2

) 

0.02- 0.10 
0.11- 1. 0 

Ll :.... 2.0 
>2.0. 

% 

54 
35 
5 

.6 

Elevation 
(m) 

Numb~r. %Total Length Number Width Number 

0 -6.5 
8.6 - 15 

> 15 

350 
165 
21 

65 
31 
4! 

(m) 

. <500 334 
' 500 - 1000 . 106 

>1000 96 

(m) 

<500 402 
500- 1000 86 

>1000 48 

* Compiled by Shelton Gray, USA CRREL, from 1:50,000 Army .MaP Service Topographic Map Series. 
t "Blue-line" streams. · 

draining the northernmost sector. The distribution of water bodie.s on the Barrow quadrangle· 
(north of 71 °) was determined from ·Army Map Service 1:50,000 m~ps (Table I). Estuaries ·comprise 
about one-fifth of the 38% of the land covered by water bodies. The majority of the lakes are found 
below 6.5 m elevation and are less than 0.1 km 2 in area. Of the 536 lakes measured, 96 were·. 
longer than 1000 m and only 48 werf3 wider than 1000 m (Table I). Many lakes are differentially 
eroding their shores (Carson and Hussey, 1962; Britton; 1957), w~ch leads to prefer~ed orientation 
and eventually to drainage or encro·achment into adjacent lakes or ponds. other lakes, ponds, and 
shorelines are filling with vegetation. The land area is ·underlain by perermially frozen ground with. 
average temperatures· at 25-m depth of approximately .-10C (Brewer, 1958)~ The near-surface por
tion consists of sands, silts, and gravels of marine origin. The upper sections (3-5 m) are ice
rich, contain considerable amounts of organic matter, and have been extensively reworked by 
lacustrine activity. Ice-wedge polygons are dominant surface features of the subdued tundra r~- . 
lief of the Coastal Plain. 

DESCRIPTION OF WATERSHED 

The watershed from which". the hydrologic· data were obtained is a drained lake bed about 
8 km northeast of Barrow Village (Fig. 1, 2). The shallow lake probably drained within the past 
3000 years as a result of headward erosion.by a stream into the basin (Brown,.1965). Since then 
new ice wedges have grown and produced a weakly developed polygonal,.. ground pattern. Many of· 
the I.ow-center polygons are occupied by. s111all ponds; some of these have coalesced to form 
larger irregularly shaped ponds.- The soils of the basin are predominantly organic and have been 
mapped as wet Meadow Tundra and Bog Soils (Drew, 1957). . · 

. . 

. The .absolute ar~a or the watershed basin is difficult to. ct~termine, since cha~ges in relief 
are'' su~dued. arid s~btle, ·and polygon troughs intersect drainage· divides. However,' on" the: basis· 
of detailed topographic su.Veys, the area.' is e.stiinated at 1;57 km 2

• "Elevations thrqughout the 
old l~ke basin range between 2.6 and 2. 9 m •. ··Elson Lagoon and associated shoreline arid low· blUffs 
(3 m high) border the basin on the east. A raised inland beach ridge with elevations between 5 
and 6 m forms the western boundary. The northern part of the basin· contains numerous ponds less 
than 0.5 m deep, many of which are being encroached upon by aquatic vegetation. Planimeter. 
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ELEV. AREA 

~ ~ 
I <260 0.25 

II 260-270 0.26 

m 270-280 0.41 

m 280-290 0.32 

:sz: >290 0.52 

0 PONDS 
x GAGE SITES (Precip.) 

0 
I 

300 meters 
I 

Figure 2. Aerial photograph (vertical)of Barrow watershed with subdrainage areas and instru111ent sites. 

measurements indicate approximately 5% of the lake basin is occupied by open water in the form 
of small ponds. 

A second watershed approximately 3.9 km southwest of the main watershed was studied 
briefly during late summer of 1966. This basin is about 0.35 km 2 in area and includes a complex 
of tundra-covered lake bottoms. Soils over much of the basin are similar to those in the main 
watershed, butsandy soils oc~mr near the basin outlet. 
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CLIMATIC RECORD 

The mean annual air temperature at Barrow is -12. 4C, and mean annual precipitation is 
116 mm (1922-1966). The thaw season (periodofpositive degree~day accumulation- generally 
corresponds to the hydrologic year) ~verages 88-d-ays-long, with an average-thaw index of 310 de~ 
gree-days C, and average precipitation of 58 min (Table II). Snow melt begins in early to mid-June 
and most of the snowpack is usuiUly dissipated within 3 to 5 days. Freeze-up begins in late 
August or early September; flow in smaller streams may cease by freeze-up or in .some instances 
continue intermittently ~uring September. -

Precipitation during both the 1963 .and 1966 seasons was above the long term average, with 
August 1963 setting a new record for highest monthly precipitation (71 mm) .. Summer 1964 was ex
tremely dry, and resulted in unusual desiccation of this characteristically swampy landscape. Many 
small ponds completely dried up, and dust rose behind tracked vehicles moving on the normally water
saturated tundra. Precipitation in sumrner 1965 was insufficient to resaturate the tundra al)d only 
in 1966 d~d the tundrabegin to return. to pre-drought (1964) conditions. Thus the four-year summer 
hydrologic record appears to encompass near extremes for the region: record rainfall-runoff of 1963, 
the drought of 1964, and the return to near-normal r~nfall in the last two summers. A summary of 
the four-surruner hydrologic arid temperature regimes presented in Figures 3 and 4 includes the hydro
graph, precipitation; water conductivity, and mean daily air and water temperatures. Further dis- · 
cussions of these follow in other sections. 

. The average depth of thaw was close to 30 em for three ~of-the four summers (Table II)~ The 
shallow average thaw penetration of 1964 (24 em) resulted from the drying out of the tundra mat, 
which then -provided good insulation to prevent further thaw~ Thaw penetration during most sea
sons reaches 7fJ% of its maximum dming· the first two weeks of July and maximum by early to mid
August. 

Table D. Climatic and hydrologic summary, Barrow, Alaska. 

1963 1964 1965 1966 

Thaw· season began* 4 Jun 6 Jun 24 Jun 11 Jun 
Snow runoff began 8 Jun 7-Jun 24-Jun 13 Jun 
Thaw s~ason ended 4 Sept 9 Sept. 27 A_ug 28 Aug. 
Length of thaw· season (days) 93 96 65 79 
Thaw season precip (mm)t 115 22 42 73 
Thaw season mean temp (°C) 2.3 1.8 4.1 2.8 

Runoff records began 23 Jul 23 Jun { 3 Jul 
12 Aug 

11 Jul 

Runoff records ended 19 Aug 11 Aug { 7 Jul 
6 Sept 

3 Sept 

% thaw season covered by recqrds 30 52 31 _62 
% thaw season precip during 44 77 34 78 

period of record 
Avg max thaw** (em) . 32 24 31 3.1 
75% thaw penetration 8 Jul 4 Jul 17 Jul 6 Jul 
100% thaw penetration 16 Aug 5 Aug · 21 Aug 4Aug 

* Accumulation of positive degree-d~ys. 

t Recorded at U.S. Weather-Bureau Station. 
** Thaw from corresponding soils adjacent to watershed (plots 30 and 2~) . 

(Brown and Johnson, .1965). 
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Figure 3. Four-year summary of discharge, precipitation, 
and specific conductance for Barrow watershed. Note 

change in scales on 1963 hydrograph. 
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1963 

Figure 4~ Daily mean ~ir cmcl,'water temperatures 
for Barrow· watershed. · 

Evapor~lon and .pond Jevels 

METHODS 

Precipitation · · 

.A network .of rain-gaging stations (Fig~ 2) 
was maintained on the watershed utilizing 

· standard 8-in. gages, 4-in. plastic gag~s; and 
fence post-type "Farm Rain Gages." However, 
precipitation recorded 'in an 8-in. weighing 
gage, ·equipped with ari Alter ·windshield,- near 

· the basin ·outlet w'as used ill the hydrologic 
anai:Yses· during 1964-1966. For 1963, the u.s. 
Weather Bureau records from Barrow Village 
were used. 

Water and air temperatures 

. Water temperature in a small pOnd above' 
. the weit'was recorded throughout the· snow~ free 

season on 'a Taylor circular thermograph~ A1i' 
·temperatures w·ere recorded on a thermograph, 
which was' housed in a standard shelter.-

Discharge 
~ . ' . ' .. : ' 

Discharge from the watershed was meas~ 
ured by gaging oftiead ~hrough a 90°~.V-.notch 
we'ir installed in a s~all wood- . and earth-filled 
dam •. Stevens-. Type FM (1964-19.66) an~ A~35 
(19S3)recorders were used. The' weir coeffi
cient (C v) for. heads (if) less·_-than 10 em was 

.. determined by labOratory e'alibration' and dis-. 
· charge (Q),wasde.ter~ined b·y the eqWl.tion . 

Q = 4.277 C vll% ~, The Weir was installed 
. each-year·after spring·snowmelt runoff had 

subsided .. The base of the dani was frozen to. 
the 'impermeable ·permafrost •.. Discharge from. 

··the second watershed was through a HS-type · · 
flume, .32 em wide·, placed ina low wooden 
headwall.: Head was measured in· a 21-cm-diarn 
stilling well adjacent to the flume and recorded _ 
OI) a Bendix-Friez F_W-1 recorder. 

A Cla.Ss-kevaporation: pan was installed near the weir site on 10 July ·1965, and daily 
measurements were made dUting the 'remainder of that summer and throughout the summer of '1966. '· 
Changes ·,in-levels· ·of selected ponds were observed on staff gage sat periodic .intervals··in ·1963, 
and 1964 and ·occasionally in 1965 and 1966. · · 

. ;·:::· 
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Water chemistry 

Specific conductance of runoff water was monitored in a small pond im~ediately a~ove the weir . 
·pond by two methods: 1) ¢lily water sample for laboratory determination and 2) continuous in-situ 

, recording on a temperature-compensated conductivity bridge. A series of ponds were selected through
out the old lake basin for periodic sampling of water chemistry. 

Soil thaw 

An intensive study of thaw was conducted on a transect immediately south of the watershed 
area during 1962-1966 (Brown and Johnson, 1965). Soils along this transect ~e generally less or.:. 
ganic than those in the watershed, and the results must be applied with caution in inferring conditions 
in the watershed. Thaw depth was deterll1ined by probing with a metal rod to the point of refusal. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Precipitation 

On the basis of snowpack measurements; Black ( 1954) stated that actual winter precipitation 
at Barrow was two to four times that measured in the U.S. Weather Bureau gage. From porosity and 
soil moisture·measurements, he also suggested that rain gages were catching 25% to 50% of the 
actual summer precipitation. He attributed the catch deficiencies to wind effects. Since the weigh:. 
ing gage on the watershed had an Alter windshield (gage 4, Table III) a comparison of records of 
the two gages allowed a partial test of his conclusions. Catches of the two gages were tabulated 

-- for individual. storm periods in 1964-1966, and tl)e average difference between the two was caljr. • 
culated for each year (10 periods in .1964, 8 in 1965, and 11 in 1966). On the basis of these data, 
the. null hypothesis that the average difference between the two gag.e catches equals zero, could not 
.Pe rejected at the 0.05 significance level for any year. The same conclusions resulted when all 
three years' data were combined. Thus, though differences as great as 11 mm were noted for indi
vidual periods, the average difference was only 0.4 mm, and if the Alter windshield essentially 
eliminates wind effects, there is no reason to believe that the U.S. Weather Bureau gage is greatly 
deficient in its catch of summer precipitation (Black, 1954). Mather and Thornthwaite (1958) also 
found few consistent differences between the U.S. Weather Bureau record and their rain gages. 

In the above analyses, as is standard Weather Bureau practice, "traces" of precipitation 
(less than. 0.005 in. or .127 mm) we~e treated as zero values in summing precipitation. Thus, 
there is no question that the totals 'reported by the U.S. Weather Bureau are less than actual pre-' . . 

,cipitation. The expected yalue of ~he. actual amount of precipitation recorded as a "trace" is 
· 1h x .127 mm = .06 mm. When the n~mber of traces recorded during each period is.included in the 
total U.S. Weather Bureau precipitahon, the analysis again shows no significant difference be
tween the catches of the two gages~ 

However, on a seasonal basis, the precipitation totals recorded by the Weather Bureau, less 
"traces," can be significantly lower than actual precipitation, as Table IV illustrates. Data in 
this table were .calculated by counting the number of times "traces" were recorded by the U.S. 
Weather Bureau during each of the last four thaw seasons, and multiplying times .06 mm. Thus 
there is a definite indication that total thaw-season precipitation recorded at both the ;Barrow U.S. 
Weather Bureau station and watershed site average about 90% of actual precipitation. However, in 
individual years, as 1964, recorded precipitation may be as little as two-thirds of actual. 

Runoff 

Discharge hydrographs of individual storms were analyzed for three types of data: .1) lag 
· times (T); 2) recession constants (m); and 3) ~·otal runoff volume (Table V). A major, individual 

storm was .identified where there was ·a well-defined peak on the·hydrograph of the average of six
hourly flows following an isolated block of rainfall. 
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Table III. Comparison of precipitation data (mm), 
Barrow watershed 1964-1966. 

4-in. Farm gage · 8-in. std gage . 8-in. weighing gage 
Date -USWB plastic gage (avg 9 sta) (avg 2 sta) with Alter windshield 

1964 

30 June 8.9 9.2 8.1 
' 15 July · T 0.5 0.8 0.5 

17 July 0.8 1.0 0.3 
18 July 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 
24-25 July 0.3 1.3 1.8 - 1.5 

/' 

1-2 Aug 3.6 4.3 4.1 3.8 
2-6 Aug 0.5 1.0 1.0 0.8 

9 Aug 2.3 1.8 2.3 2.0 
15 Aug 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.5 
31 Aug 1.5 4.3 3.0· 

Sum (all storms) 19.2. '10.0 * 26.0 20.8 

1965 

30 June-1 July 2.3 3.8 2.8 3.8 
3-5 July 2.3 2.8 2.3 2.5 
9 July 3.6 3.6 2.8 3.3 2.3 

15 July 3;8 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 
18-19 July 6.6 8.7 7.4 7.9 7.4 
27-28 July 6.9 -· 2.0 1.8 2.0 
31 July-1 Aug 1:3 2.3 1.8 2.0 1.8 

9-10 Aug 6.9 8.9 8.4 8.7 7.4 
12 Aug 7.1 8.7 8.1 8.4\ 7.4 
15 Aug 1.3 0.8 0.5 1.0 
17 Aug 3.0 3.6 2.8 - 3.3 3.0 
22 Aug 0.8 1.3 0.8 1.0 
27 Aug 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.5 0.5 

Sum (all storms) 46.2 .48.0 40.6 45.2 30.6 * ·' 

1966' 

23 June 0.5 6.9 8.1 6.4 6.4 
28 June 7.6 4.3 3.8 3.8 3.6 
6·7 July . 6.6 8.1 7.6 7.6 7.6 
11 July 4.6 4.8 4.3 4.1 3.6 
12·13 July 10.1 8.4 7.9 8.1 7.6 
14 July T 1.3· 1.3 1.3 1.5 

15·16 July 1.5 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 ° 

19-22 July 7.1 '9,7 8.7 8.7 8.4 
29 July 3.8 4.6 4.6 4.3 4.1 
31 July-:- 1 Aug 18.0 7.1 6.6 7.1 6.6 
25·27 Aug 10.9 -12.2 12.0 12.5 11.7 

Sum (all storms) 70.7 79.4 66.7 65.9 63.1 

* Som·e -data missing. 

'\. 
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Table IV. Relationships of trace and total thaw season ~!ecipitation. 

Total thaw. No. of times 
season precip, "trace" recorded Expected value Percent of 

Year' USWB oy USW/3 of "trace" precip measured precip 
(mm) (mm) 

1963 115 i25 8 7 
1964 22 161 10 46. 
1965 42 70 4.5 11 
1966 73 131. 8.5 12 

Total period 252 487 31 12 

Table V. Ru~off and precipitation relationships, Barrow, ~_la8ka. 

Runoff .. · Precip 

Date div by minus Rate of 
Storm began . Precip Rim off Runoff precip runoff preciE T m· 

(mm) (mm) (liters) (%) . (mm) (mm/ r) (hr) · (hr) 

1963-1 · 28 July 10.7 2 2.38 xllt 19 8.7 • 711 4.81 64.0 
-:-2 1 Aug 13,0 9 13.5 x106 69 4 : . 71 1 9.0 1 55,0 

:....'3 6Al1g 3.3 0.5 .922 x106 15 2.8 .331 4.0 1 40.0 
.,.-4 7 Aug 7.9 5 7.64 x106 63 2.9 .33 1 7.6 1 106.0. 

-5 14 Aug 3.3 1 1.60 x106 33 2.3 .38 1 10.9 1 . 50.5 

-6 15 Aug 4.3 2 3.39 x106 40 2.3 i 5.61 . ·8!l • .O .23- -

Total 42.5 19.5 46 23 

1964-1 30 June 8.1 .08 .114 x106 8 1.02 1l.2 (7.2)2 40.5 

1965.:....1 3_ July 2.0 .1 .159 x106 5 1.9 .25 10.5 42.5. 

-:-2 12 Aug 6.9 .08 .105 x106 1 6.8 .5('- 17.0 (10.0)2' 48.5 

-3 15-Aug 1.3 .02.- .0254 x106 2 1.3 1.27 1 2.5 1 ;3 

-4. 17 Aug 3.0 .3 .464 x106 10 2.7 .51 21.7 3 

.-5 22 Aug .5 .05 . 00665x106 

I 
10 :5 .-51 (3.5)2 162.0 . 

Total 13.7 .55 4 13.2 
j 
I 

8.7 (7.7) 2 1966--' 1 12 July 7.6 .2 .280 x106 3 7.4 .76 49.0 
I 

x106 '-2 14 July 1.5 .03 .0384 2 1.5 1.52 2.5 31.0 
I 

x106 -3 15 July 1.8 .08 .117 4 1.7 .58 9.9 30.5 

4.14 I 
x106 .254 . . 6.9 4 3 -4 19 July .3 ~440 7 3.8 

I 
-5 22 July · 4.3 .3 .411 x106 7 4 .86 5.1 56.5 

29 July 
I 

x106 -6 4.1 .2 .275 5 3.9 .66 5.4 43.5 
I 

-7 3i July 2.0 .05 ~0658 x106 
· 3 2 .51 6.8 15.0 

I 

-8 31 July 4.6 .5 . 774 x106 11 :4.1 ·.76 (5.4) 2 . 51.0 

. 646 
6· .73 5 . 2 

43.55 . -9 25 Aug 11.7 .5 x106 - 4 11.2. (11.6). 
I 

Total 41.7 2.2 5 39.6 

1. . Based on 6-hourly rainfall records, and assuming rainfall began when stream rise began and ended at 
time of peak. 

2. Lag times in parentheses are those to first peak. when mar~ than one peak occurred, or to point of general 
flattening of an exceptionally broad peak. 

3. Recession trend vety flat. 

4. Some solid precipitation probably included. 

5. Several small storms over several days. 

6. Not including later runoff when weir affected by ice. 
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Lag times for these storms were defined as the time interval from the centroid ·of the block of 
rainfall causing a peak to the time of peak flow on a hydrograph of hourly discharge. In 1964, 1965, 
and 1966,' the rainfall da.ta used were from the weighing gage at the weir site, and hourly amounts 
were used in the computation of lag times.· In 1963, only' 6-hourly· rainfall data from the U.S. Weather 
Bureau station at Barrow were available, so that lag times for that year cannot be determined with 
the same accuracy. The 1964;.66 data show that hydrograph rises began very soon after the. beginning 
of rainfail and that rainfall ended before peak flow occt.irred. Therefore the centroids of rainfall for 
1963 were calculated assuming that the beginning of rainfall· and the beginning of rise were simult~n- · 
eous and that rainfall ended at the time of peak flow. This feature also makes ~t reasonable to as- · 
sume that the time distribution of excess rainfall was essentially the same as for total rainfall. 

. . . . 

It was assumed that recession flows from the watershed could be represented by th~ equation: 

Q2 = q1 exp (-t/nr) 

where Q2 is discharge at time t2 , Q1 is discharge at some earlier time t 1 , t is the tiine interval between 
t 1 and t2, and m is the recession constant. Recession constants for individual storms were deter-:
mined by plotting the logarithm of hourly discharge against time. The trend of these values during 
a period of time (which varied from storm to storm) just previous to the beginning of r,ise for the sue;. 
ceeding storm was.then approximated by a straight line (fitted by eye). The value of m was finally 
determined from th_e slopes of the trend lines, but in ~orne cases, considerable judgment was involved 
in estimating the trend. For some storms (1965-3, ;1965-4, 1966-4) the recession trend was virtually 
flat for some time previous to the_rise of the succeeding storm. 

The recession lines for a given storm· were extended tn time until they reached very low dis
charge values (generally about O.Olliters/sec). The values of the ordinates of each line at 6-hour 
intervals were then transferred to tl).e arithmetic plots of 6-hourly flow averages, and the points 
connected with a smooth curve to provide a means for estimating, the runoff from the storm during the . 
times when runoff from subsequent storms .was also occurring. Planimeter measurements of area 
were then used to estimate the total runoff from each storm. 

. ' ' 

The runoff records reflect the large variability of thaw sea~ on climate (Table II) in a nu~ber. 
of ways. Table V, which gives the rainfall and runoff amounts for the major storms for which we· ~, 
have records, shows generally hig~ runoff/rainfall percent~es in 19,63; succeeding yea.rs are much 
lower~. Figure 5_illustrates the hydrographs for two storms which _had nearly equal precipitation 
a~ounts and intensities, but dec~dedly different antecedent c~nditio.ns. , · 

The values for 1963 must be close to the maximum for this region, for not. only was that thaw 
season the wettest on recor9, but the 1962 and 1961 thaw seasons· were also wet, each having apout .. 
18 mm above average precipitation. Calculations indicate that close to 100% of the watershed was 
contributing runoff during two high-predpitatio~ storms (1963-2, 1963-4) that yea~. Storm 1963-1, 
with the second highest precipitation of observed storms, h~d a low pe~centage of runoff. ·'rhis un
doubtedly reflects antecedent conditions, as during the preceding 24 days only_ traces of precipita- · 
tion were re.corded at the U.S. Weather Bureau station. 

It seems likely that rainfall/runoff percentages for 1966 are slightly less than normal. The 
previous two years were dry,.and 1966 itself had precipitation only slightly higher than:average. 
In 1_964, runoff could be accounted for by assuming that only. the open water area near the basin out
let contributed flow. These facts suggest that, for the thaw season in this region, 1) minimum rain-

. fall/runoff percentages are determined by the percentage of· open water which communicates directly 
to surface. drainage channels in the basin, and 2) maximum rainfall/runoff percentages are less than 
50%, although the data for storms 1963-2 and 1963-4 suggest -that under very extreme .conditions, 
higher percentages cou~d result. . ' ' 
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-Figure 5. Comparison of 19~3 and 1965 storm hydrographs. 
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Average lag times for the.four years of record also seem to reflect changes in antecedent 
conditions. If the lag times CI') not in parentheses in Table V are considered, the averages for 
1963:and 1966 are 7.0·hr ~nd 6·.5hr, respectively,-and for 1965,12.9 hr. The one record.ed. storm:· 
of 1964 had T =11.2 hr •. These value~ indicate that, in seasons when the watershed is relatively 
wet, runoffis accelerated, perhaps bedause more runoff takes place as overland flow than as sub~ 
surface flow, and also because there i~ less surface storage available to collect runoff water. 

Values of m are .highly v·ariable, and no generalizations can be made about year-to-year dif
ferences~ This ·may be due to a· number of causes, principally: 1) Determinations of m are s-ome
what subjective. 2} m is theoretically !constant (see Holtan and Overton, 1963) only for a given 
component' of ninoff(overlandflow, int~tflow, or ground water flow), and·overland flow and subsur
face flow undoubtedly occutted in unpr~dictable combinations, especially when runoff frorri two or 
more storms was occurring simultaneou1sly~ 3) The complex effects ofthe several ponds and inter
connected polygon troughs in storing a~d releasing water would tend to cause rather gross devia
tions from simple hydrograph. theory~ 'Values .of m qalculated when runoff was virtually from only 
one storm (1963-1, -2, -4: -1965,.1, -2, -.3, -5; 1966-1, -4, -8) tend to fall into two groups, one ranging 
from ·40.5 to 64 hr and averaging about 51 hr, and the other ml,lch higher (storms 1963-4 and 1965-5), 
106 to 162 hr .. These storms with. very large m values have no apparent common trait which sets 
them apart from other storms. During the one extended recession recorded at the second watershed 
in 1966, m. was about 49 hr. 

. The m values for these watersheds are much higher than are generally -reported from drainage 
basins of this .. size (Holtan _and Overton, 1963). The very low slopes and numerous sites for sur
face detention are probably in large part responsible for this. Likes' (1966) data show m values of 
about 35 hr for Ogotoruk Creek, which drains an area of 98 km 2 in the hilly coastal tundra in 
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northwestern Alaska. This value, too, is larger than those reported by Holtan and Overton (1963) for 
drainage b~sins of similar size in low latitudes. Likes attributes this characteristic partly to the 
thick vegetation mantle, which retards direct overland flow. A similar marked hydrograph attenuation, 
noted by Dingman ( 1966a, b) on a small watershed in' central Alaska, was also attributed largely to 
an absence of' overland flow because of a thick mat of moss on the ground surface. 

Many of the extended (one day or more) recession periods i'n 1963, 1964, and especially 1966, 
show pronounced step-like discharge fluctuations. These are ch~acterized by virtually constant 
discharge from about midnight to noon. with a rapid decrease from noon to midnight. 'The ''steps'' 
are quite regular in timing, and in percentage decrease in discharge from ''tread to tread.'' They 
were observed in both watersheds, and preliminary analyses indicate that they reflect real fluctuations 
in discharge, most likely caused by· evapotranspiration. ·.These features have also been observed in 
the stream studied by Dingman ( 1966a, b), and we hope that further study of these will provide · 
quantitative estimates of evapotranspiration. 

Evaporation and transpiration 

Class A pan evaporation for the summers of _1965 and 1966 is summarized in Table VI. If the 
1966 data ace roughly adjusted to the full thaw season (11 June - 28 August), total evaporation for 
that period is about 160 mm. Since that year .is appro:Kimately normal in tha~ season precipitation 
and temperature, we can aecept this figure as an approxi_mation of normal pan evaporation. 

Average recorded thaw ·season precipitation at Barrow is 58 mm, and adding about iO% of 
this figure to account for unmeasured (trace) precipitation, we estimate average actual precipitation 
at about 65 mm. If we assume that 1966 was near normal in regard to precipitation a:nd te.mperature 
and that about 5% of the rainfall normally runs off, then average thaw season evapotranspiration is 
about 62 mm. A similar estimate is obtained if the precipitation minus runoff for 1966 (41 mm) is 
mug-hly adjusted upward to account for the- missing one-month record. This estimate is close to 

. thaw season values measured in large evapotcanspirometers at Barrow in 1957 and 1958 by Mather 
and Thornthwaite (1958, Table 8). Thus, inferential· reasoning based on the available data suggests 
that about 5% of thaw season precipitation normally runs off. This is consistent with the conclusion 
of Mather and Thornthwaite (1958, p. 93), reached without runoff information, that there is "a virtual 
balance between the precipitation and the evapotranspiration durfng the summer period in the Barrow 
area." Britton (1957, p. 35) stated ~ similar conclusion. However, ~ur data also illustrate ~that 
there can be extreme variations in runoff percentages and amounts from year to year. 

Considering recorded precipitation at Barrow, close to one-half the annual amount falls during 
the thaw season. As break-up· and dissipation of the snowpack occurs while the ground is still fro
zen, virtually -100% of the snowpack runs off; and since the percentage. of thaw-seaso·n precipitation 
running off is small, roughly 50% of the mean annual precipitation runs off. This estimate assumes· 
that evaporation from snow is small. If Black's (1954)contention as to the deficiency of winter gage 

Table VI. Measured pan evaporation 1965 and.1966, 
Barrow, Alaska. 

Period 

11-31 .July · 
1-27 Aug 

22-30 .June 
1-31 .July 
1-28 Aug 

1965 

1966 

Evap 
(mm) 

46.9 
43.8 

23.9 
62.7 
48.8 
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catch is true.,: two-thirds or more of me~n annual precipitation may run off. Thus, if one is to com- . 
pute water balance,s for t.he Arctic Basin~ it becomes most important to establish the mag1;1itud~ of 
winter precipitation on the lands draining into ·it. An- investigation directed towards this problem 
has been underway for several years (Bel)Eon, 1962). 

Water chemistry 

Runotf.water. Specific conduc~ance (conductivity in micromhos) measurements for both 
selected watershed ponds and discharge also provide a record of extremes (Fig. 3). In 1963, .con- . 
ductivity of runoff water increased to a maximum of340f1mhos in late July. The high raiQfall 
and runoff of August 1963 resulted in a decrease in ·conductivity to between 23() anq 290 f.LIDhos, 
the lowest sustained values for the 4-year period. In October 1963, after freeze-up had occurred, 
a severe sto'rm with winds up to 90 km/ln' produced sea-water -flooding of areas near the weir, and 
salt spray deposition in some areas of the watershed. Consequently spring/ 1964 melt waters had 
high conductivities. Due to a lack of rainfall-runoff during summer 1964 the conductivity of the 
water increased in the measuring pond to late summer values of close to 800 f.LIDhos. In 1965, 
spring runoff values were a~ low as in 1963. However, low runoff again resulted in a gradual in
crease of conductivity to above 500 f1II1hos~ Spring runoff in 1966 was comparable to 1963, in fact 
4 July values ·for the two years were identical~ · The decrease in- conductivity of August 1963 did . 
not materialize in 1966, and the latter v3lues event.ually exceeded 400 f1II1hos. A composite of 
the measured discharge vs conductivity for three summers is presented in Figure 6. The 1963 
and 1966 relationships are quite similar, wi~h a somewhat higher conductivity observed in the 1965 
discharge. Chemical concentration is proportional to runoff, but the yearly relationships vary depend
ing ·upon antecedent conditions. Cation analyses of the selected. water samples for the 1964 and 
1965 seasons indicate that sodium is the dominant ·cation, remaining relatively constant (65 to 

. 72% ~rrieq basis) throughout t~e sample period (Table VIII). 

Pond.water. The conductivity ofpohd waters shows considerable variation, both areally and 
seasonally (Table VII). The~·early· summer values of 1963 range between 185 and 375, the ponds 
on the lagoon side generally having highe.r values. This trend is also true of the soil·and subsoil 
material, so that the higher salt contents~ue not necessarily only a function of salt deposition on 
the surface along'tlie ·coast. Ponds ':increased in conductivity until the heavy August rains, when 
rriost ponds approached or fell below eart'y summer values.· The amount of water· in the ponds de~ 
creased imd then increased with inver:se conductivity cha.riges~ The early summer values for 1964 
showed. the effect of the preceding fall storm in that all values were above comparable 1963 sample 

I 
<AI 1965 
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Figure 6. Discharge vs specific conductance tor 1963, 19{)5, .. and 1966. 



Table vn. Water level (em) and conductivity {J..tmhos) of ponds on Barrow waters~ed. 
:t: 
"'<! 

Pond number. and area tJ 
::xJ 

Date 5( 374 m 2
) 6( 1280m 

2
) 8(93 m2

) 9(562 m2
) 10(624 m2

) 11(908 m2
) [2(2090n?) 13(218 m2

) 14(45 m2
) 15(720 in 2

) 16( 189 m2
) 17(93 m2

) 0 
t"" 
0 
C')· 

1963 "'<! 
0 

29 Jun-1 Jul 35-* 35-* 35-* 20-* 15-* . 25-* 15-* 20-* 30-* 35-* 15-* *-* ~ 

5 Jul 31-200 32-240 30-340 ·16-260 11-185 20-205 3-300 16-200 26-160 31-170 12-.375 12-330 :t:.. 
12 Jul 33-235 33-250 32-410 19-190 14-215 22~2~0. *·* 18-260 28-2 i5 33-180 15-425 19-375 ( tJ 

::xJ 19 Jul 33~250 34-265 22-440 20-205 14-230 23--240 . 6-320 19-280 32-235 32-190 14-460 9-410 :t:.. 
27 Jul 34-270 35-270 24-465 23-215 15-250 25-250 5-350 20-315 30-265 34-210 16-485 21-425 -<: 
2- 3 Aug 31-185 30-250 20-370 17-195 11-185 20-200 *-230 16~190 27-195 31-140 13-440 17-360. :t:.. 

C') 
9 Aug 32-220(R-25) 30-235 20-385 17-200 12-210 19-210(R-10) 0-270(R-20) 17-210 28-200(R-20) 3·1-150 13-400(R-7) 17-360 tz:l 

22 Aug 25-200 30-250 19-375 15-200 11-215' 9-205 *-* 16-205 19-200 30-155 7·455 16-360 to 
1964 :t:.. en -<: 
12 Jun *-* *-340 *-550 ~-175 l *-160 *-* *-* . *_.295' *·* *-* *-* *-* 0 
23 Jun 25-310 32-355 23-545 17-220 14-220 12-270 *-* 19-295 20-255 .32-2~88 10-405 2().365 <: 
30 Jun 26-325 34-385 24-600 . 19-240 15;240 . 14-290 *·* 20-315 21-280 33-290 11·465 21-375 ""'3 

7 Jul 29-360 37-420 30-715 23~280 18-290 I 18-325 *-* 24-440 26-340 37-360 15-550 25-450 :X: 
t:rl 

14 Jul 32-400 40-465 35-905 26-315. 22-350 21-350 *·* 27-570 30-400 42-425 19-635 28-525 :t:.. 
20 Jul · 34-410 42-470 AD-1070 ~8-350 24-420 22-* *·* D AD-445 AD-* 21-690 31-580' t"" 
28 Jul 37-430 44-510 D AD-410 D D *-* D D D 24-775 AD-670. :t:.. en 
4 Aug *-460 *-535 D AD-425 D D *-* D D D *-835 AD-690 ~ 

:t:.. 11 Aug 38-460 45-535 D D D D *-* D D D 24-845 D <: 
18 Aug 40-490 46-575 D D D D *-* D D D *-915 b ~ 
31 Aug *-* 48~610 D D D D *·* D D D *-970 D 0 

:t:.. 
en 

.1965 ""'3 
:t:.. 

29-31 Jul 32-350 39-370 *,* 28~195 29-280 22-266 29-465 *•* *-* *·* *·* *·* t"" 

1966 ~ 
t"" 

14 Aug *-300 *-315 *-* *-195 *-270 *-235 *-375 *-* *-375 *·* *-* *·* 
:t:.. -<: 

* Not measured. 
R- Water level staff gage reset to new reading (em). 

AD Almost dry. 
D Dry. ~ 

01 
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:Table VW. Cation compos"ition of runoff water (meq/liter), Barrow watershed.* 

Sample date Na+ K+ Ca++ Mg+-_+ Sum Cs (p.mhps) 

18 Jun 64 2.1 0.03 Opll 0.72 2.96 357 
14 Jul 64 2.7 0.01 . 0.33 1.1 4.14 480. 
3 Aug64 3.3 0.01 0.43 1.4 5.14 570 
7 Aug64 . 3.3 0.01 0.37 1.4. 5.08 565 

14 Aug64. 3.3 o. 01 0.41 0.91 4.63 630 
27 Jun 65 0.77 0.08 0.06 0.19 1.10 135 

2 Jul 65 1.1 . 0.05 0.12 0.34 1.61 198 
14 Jul 65 1.7 0.01 0.17 0.68 2.56 -315 
27 Aug 65 2.9 . o. 01 0.28. 1.0 4.19 500 

2 Sep 65 2.1 <:0.01 0.21 0.77 3.08 362 

* Analyses ,by Walter Grube and William ~ebster. 

dates. Ponds 5, 6, and 8 situated in the lagoon side of the watershed indicated substantial in
creases. It is this area that contributed to stimnier.runoff and is partly responsible for the high 
runoff conductivities. As ponds dried up during the drought of 1964 conductivities reached maximum· 
levels. Similar observations were made by Kalff (1965) for several other ponds in the Barrow -area 
during 1963 and 1964. Incomplete sampling during the summers of 1965 and 1966 suggested that 
several ponds returned to pre-1964 levels, although seasonal variations prevent generalizations~ 

Precipitation. ~ummer. rainwater collections were made .in 1963 and 1965 to determine the 
conductivity of the precipitation as a function of storm type. In both years conductivity values 
were about the same with low values bet~een 3 and 7 fliilhos and high value~ seldom exceeding 
30 p.mhos. No areal differences could be detected among stations throughout the watershed~ Un
usually high readings could generally be attributed to contamin-ation by insects or other particulate 
matter in the plastic or polyethylene collecting reservoirs. Prevailing ·surface winds during major 
precipitation period$ were from N~ to NW or SE to SW with maximum wind speed seld001 exceeding 
25 km/ hr. The data for 1965 are presented in Table IX. Wind direction and speed did not seem 

Table IX . . Variation in rainfall amoun~ (mm) and conductivity (p.mhos) on the Barrow watershed, 1965 •. 

Station . . I . 
(Fig. 2) 3~5 Jul 9 Jul 15 itll 18-'--19;Jul 2(-28 Jul 1 Aug 9-10 Aug 12Aug. 15Aug ·17 Aug 22 Aug 

l 
BRN 20-2.5 12-3.0 18-0.8 . 7--:-7.9, 20-1.8 19-1.8 8-8.7 4-8.4 10-1.0 18-2.5 22-0.8 
BRC 18-2.3 12-3.0 18-0.8 7-6.b 19-:1.8· 19-1.8 7-8.1 4-8.1 12-0.8 18-2.8 22-0.5 
BRS 17-2.0, 14-2.5 17-0.8 6-7.,1· 19-1.8 19-1.8 8-8.1 4-8.4 12-0.5 17-3.0 21-0.8 
IW 18-2.3 13-3.0 18~0.8 6-7.6 19-1.8 . 20-2.0 8-8.1 4-8.1 15.,...0.5 16-2.8 23-0.5 
IC 21-2.3 14-2.8 19-0.8 7-7.b 45*-1.8 22*-1.8 9-8.7 8-8.1 14-0.5 17~2.8 20*-0~8 I· 
IN 20-2.0 14-2.8 18-0.8 7~7.p 20-2.0 19-,2.0 8.:....9,9 4-8.1 19'--0.5 16-'-2.8 40*-0.8 
LN 21-1.8 14-2.5 20-0.8 7-6.11 19-2.0 19-1.8 8-7.9 5-8.1 15-0.5 18-3.0 ',21-0.8 
LC 19-2.3 14-2.8 18-0.8 7-7.4 20-1.8 36*-1.8 9-8.1 15-7.9 36-0.5 19-2;9 21-0.8 
LS 21-2.3 15-2.8 20-0.8 6-7.4 21-1.5 21-1.8 9-7.9 4-7.9 14..:.:.0.5 17-2.8 22-0.8 

USWB 
Barrow 2.3 3.6 3.8 6.6 6.9 1.3 6.9 7.1 1.3 ' 3.0 0.8 

Resultant 
wind 

direction E-NW SE SE E-W NW-NE w NE-SW NE · SE sw SE-SW 
Speed 

(m/ sec) 3.6 0.9 2.2 ·- 5.8 6.7 3.1 2.2 3.1 2.7 2.2 6.7 

* Dirt, leaves, or inse~ts. 
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to influence the conductivity of the rainfall appreciably. Contrary to expectations, several sets of 
higher values were derived from winds passing over land areas and not the ice-free sea. Kaiff 
found similarly low values (22 /lmhos) for precipitation water collected adjacent to the open ocea·n 
in August 1964 and a prevailing NNW wind_. __ 

CONCLUSIONS 

.1. A. 4-year hydrologic r·ecord fr·om Barrow, Alask~, shows two climatic extremes: record . 
drought in 1964 and record precipitation in 1963. 

2. Comparison between U.S. Weather Bureau and a shielded precipitation gage· indicated 
no significant differences due to wind; however, dLiring the thaw season, if "trace" precipitation 
is considered, the U~S. Weather Bureau records only 90% of the actual precipitation.· 

3. Available data indicate that about 5% of th~ thaw season preCipitation nor.mally ru'ns 
off as streamflow and approximately 50% of the mean annual precipitation runs off. However, ruri
off from individual- storms varies between 1 and 70%. 

4. Estimated pan evaporation is about 160 mm for an (!verage thaw season. Evapotrans
piration, which is essentially in balance ~ith precipitation, is about 60 mrri .• · .' 

5. Hydrogr·aph analyses iqdicate lag times generally from 3 to 10 hours and recession 
constants of about 50 hours. 

6. Only. under high soil moisture and precipitation c.onditions does the majority of the water
shed contribute to runoff. In most instances runoff is probably only from. a small ar·ea adjacent to 
the major drainage and from open water surface. 

7. Chemical concentration is a function of discharge; sustai_nedflQws yield conductivities of 

250 11ffihos while low flows exceed 500 Jliilhos •. 
. . 

8. No areal differences in rainfall chemistry as' a function of storm type or origin were noted. 
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